Oceans of Possibilities

Suggested Books and Authors for 6th Graders

**JUVENILE FICTION**

Aster, Alex  
*Curse of the Night Witch*  
(Emblem Island)  
Tor Luna wishes for a different gift but instead gets gifted a curse.

Bradley, Fleur  
*Midnight at the Barclay Hotel*  
Who killed Mr. Barclay? Some kids (and a few ghosts) want to know.

Brown, India Hill  
*The Forgotten Girl*  
A demanding and jealous ghost wants Iris to be her best friend forever.

Clark, Platte F.  
*Bad Unicorn*  
In this fantasy, the unicorn is the villain.

Cody, Matthew  
*Will in Scarlet*  
Will flees to Sherwood Forest and meets Robin Hood and his Merry Men.

Frank, Steven B.  
*Class Action*  
Too much homework leads Sam to take the school to court.

Giles, Lamar  
*The Last Last-Day-of-Summer*  
(Emblem Island)  
Sheed and Otto accidentally freeze time.

Guerrero, Tanya  
*All You Knead is Love*  
In Barcelona, Alba discovers a passion for baking bread and the meaning of family.

Hood, Susan  
*Lifeboat 12: Based on a True Story*  
Children escaping WWII London struggle to survive after their ship is torpedoed.

Keller, Tae  
*The Science of Breakable Things*  
Natalie tries to use science to help her depressed mom recover.

Kelly, Lynne  
*Song for a Whale*  
A Deaf girl embarks on a journey to help a whale’s song be heard.

Key, Watt  
*Deep Water*  
Julie and Shane try to survive after a scuba diving trip goes terribly wrong.

Lupica, Mike  
*True Legend*  
A basketball star has a lot to learn about life off the court.

Nayeri, Daniel  
*Everything Sad Is Untrue: (A True Story)*  
A class assignment transforms Khosrou from a boy into a weaver of magical tales.

Philbrick, Rodman  
*Wildfire: A Novel*  
Sam tries to outrun a raging wildfire.

Preller, James  
*Better Off Undead*  
Going to middle school is hard when you are a zombie.

Preus, Margi  
*Heart of a Samurai: Based on the True Story of Manjiro Nakahama*  
Shipwrecked, a young man becomes the first Japanese person in America.

Stone, Tamara Ireland  
*Click'd*  
Allie’s friend-making app is a hit until she discovers a glitch.

Townsend, Jessica  
*Nevermoor: The Trials of Morrigan Crow (Nevermoor)*  
Transported to another realm, Morrigan’s curse could be a gift.

Warga, Jasmine  
*Other Words for Home*  
Jude adjusts to her new life in America but misses her family in Syria.
To find books in Talking Books format, search the Maryland State Library for the Blind & Physically Handicapped catalog at http://webopac.klas.com/talkingbooks/md or call 1-800-964-9209. MCPL also has audiobooks and Large Type Books. If this booklist is needed in another format, contact your local library.